FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SeaWorld San Diego Expands Food & Beverage Portfolio with New Restaurants
and Bars to Satisfy All Cravings
• Five of the most highly anticipated venues are officially open at San Diego theme
park
• ALL-New High Tide Brews tap room Celebrates Opening with $2 Beer Flights of
local California favorites on Fridays for a limited time
• Hibisco offers modern Mexican flavors, featuring bowls and tacos using the
freshest ingredients
• Manta Pizza serves mouthwatering pizza baked to perfection
• Mixologist curated cocktails, frozen specialties and more available at Underwater
Cantina
• Sweet treats to beat the California heat at Dreyer’s Ice Cream Parlor
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SAN DIEGO, CA. (June 15, 2022) – SeaWorld San Diego is serving up more options for guests to
indulge with five anticipated food and beverage venues now open. The park that offers endless
family fun year-round is giving guests new options to fuel them for a day of animal
presentations and visits, family and thrill rides, seasonal events and more. Hibisco, Manta Pizza,
Underwater Cantina, Dreyer’s Ice Cream Parlor and High Tide Brews will meet all park goers
cravings by offering them a variety of delicious food and mouth-watering drink options to
choose from.
High Tide Brews tap room offers a multitude of craft brews to enjoy and a scenic garden view
with live music just footsteps away. Select from one of four featured local California favorite
craft brews or sample them all with a SeaWorld Sampler Flight. To toast to the opening of High
Tide Brews SeaWorld is offering a special limited-time High Tide Happy Hour every Friday from
4 – 7 p.m. with $2 Beer Flights*. Flights include four 5 oz. samples of:
•
•
•
•

Emperor Hazy IPA by Mike Hess Brewing
Shipwreck Rapids Lager by Mike Hess Brewing
SkyTower Golden Ale by Golden Road Brewing
India Pale Whale West Coast IPA by Harland Brewing Co.

Experience modern Mexican flavors at Hibisco, featuring crave-worthy bowls and tacos using
the freshest ingredients. Guests will get a mouthful of tastes and spices with their bowl or taco
choice of carne asada, adobada, chicken, or Impossible™ chorizo, each complemented by
cilantro lime rice and a variety of toppings exclusive to each menu offering. Complete the meal
with a side of street corn or black beans or go for a sweet finish with caramel churros or
cheesecake.
Manta Pizza opens as a delicious destination to stop and refuel between rides and exhibits.
Located at the heart of SeaWorld San Diego, the chefs at Manta Pizza craft delicious pizza pies
with options such as traditional cheese, pepperoni, and vegetarian. The rich taste and fresh
ingredients provide guests with the perfect pit-stop for a quick and delicious lunch break.
Underwater Cantina is the perfect new spot for adults looking for a cocktail to wrap up their
day long adventure. Guests can relax on the patio and soak in the California sun while sipping
on mixologist curated cocktails, such as the Mermaid Margarita or Starr-Berry Mojito, frozen
specialties or one of the many mezcal and tequila offerings.
Beat the California heat at the park’s new Dreyer’s Ice Cream Parlor. Guests can take a bite of
scrumptious hand-dipped ice cream cones or the chocolaty brownie sundaes, sure to satisfy
your sweet tooth after a day full of family fun.
“We are so excited to open a number of new food and drink venues at SeaWorld San Diego”
says Jim Lake, SeaWorld San Diego Park President. “We are always looking to offer guests new
and exciting ways to enhance their experience at the park, and we can’t wait for guests to
refuel and reenergize at these delicious destinations.”
Unlimited Days to Eat and Drink in 2022 with a SeaWorld Annual Pass
The best way to nibble and nosh throughout the park while enjoying everything else SeaWorld
has to offer is with an Annual Pass. For as low as $13.75 a month, guests can enjoy unlimited
admission, free parking, free guest tickets, discounts, and much, much more. For more
information, park hours and to purchase tickets, visit www.seaworldsandiego.com. Follow
SeaWorld on Facebook and Instagram for the latest details and information.
*Limit one $2 flight per person on Fridays only between 4-7p and for a limited time only.

About SeaWorld Entertainment
SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (NYSE: SEAS) is a leading theme park and entertainment company
providing experiences that matter, and inspiring guests to protect animals and the wild
wonders of our world. The Company is one of the world’s foremost zoological organizations and
a global leader in animal welfare, training, husbandry, and veterinary care. The Company
collectively cares for what it believes is one of the largest zoological collections in the world and
has helped lead advances in the care of animals. The Company also rescues and rehabilitates
marine and terrestrial animals that are ill, injured, orphaned, or abandoned, with the goal of
returning them to the wild. The SeaWorld® rescue team has helped more than 40,000 animals

in need over the Company’s history. SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. owns or licenses a portfolio
of recognized brands including SeaWorld®, Busch Gardens®, Aquatica®, Sesame Place® and Sea
Rescue®. Over its more than 60-year history, the Company has built a diversified portfolio of 12
destination and regional theme parks that are grouped in key markets across the United States,
many of which showcase its one-of-a-kind zoological collection. The Company’s theme parks
feature a diverse array of rides, shows and other attractions with broad demographic appeal
which deliver memorable experiences and a strong value proposition for its guests.
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